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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor:

We are most delighted to know that the editors of BMC Cancer have confirmed the publication of our manuscript << KIAA0101 (OEACT-1), an expressionally down-regulated and growth-inhibitory gene in human hepatocellular carcinoma>> (18166322289612970). We have improved our original version in response to your Central Editorial Team requirement about formatting changes. The present version has been made in following aspects:

In response to Central Editorial Team's formatting changes request:

1 Title and abstract are identical in the manuscript and in the submission system.
2 Author list is identical in the manuscript and in the submission system.
3 Affiliation Each author has been linked to their corresponding affiliation with the use of superscript numbers.
4 The keywords section has been removed from the manuscript.
5 Abbreviation section has been moved from the title page to after the conclusion sub section.
6 Figure title - The legend and title has been added to be part of the manuscript file after the reference list.
7 Figures - figures have been cropped as closely as possible to minimise white space around the image.
8 Additional files- section titled "Additional files" has been provided at the end of the manuscript. The files are Microsoft word format and have been mentioned in the text.

Sincerely Yours.
Jianren Gu
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